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environment news features the telegraph - latest environmental news features and updates pictures video and more,
nuclear logging petrowiki org - nuclear logging has been used in some form since the late 1920s to provide information
on lithology and rock characteristics continued technological advances have provided improved methods for analyzing the
measurements of natural and induced nuclear readings, deforestation in brazil wikipedia - brazil once had the highest
deforestation rate in the world and in 2005 still had the largest area of forest removed annually since 1970 over 700 000
square kilometers 270 000 sq mi of the amazon rainforest have been destroyed in 2012 the amazon was approximately 5 4
million square kilometres which is only 87 of the amazon s original state, fraud deception and lies how discovery s shark
week - on july 10th a video began circulating showing a suspected bull shark stealing fish off a line in lake ontario that video
went viral with over 500 000 views and counting spreading through, 4 my earth environment information magazine environment friendly appliances are coming to be increasingly popular house appliances like washing machines coffee
makers fridges and vacuums have actually been outfitted with features that are better for the budget plan and better for
mother earth, earth climate news sciencedaily - earth science news from earthquakes and hurricanes to global warming
and energy use read the latest research news here, how the human heart can and does affect the earth s - science has
recently shed light on the fact that what we used to perceive as human aura is actually real all of our bodies emit an
electromagnetic field and this fact plays a very important role far beyond what is commonly known when it comes to
understanding our biology and the interconnectedness we share with all life, electromagnetic seabed logging a new tool
for - electromagnetic seabed logging a new tool for geoscientists kindle edition by st phane sainson download it once and
read it on your kindle device pc phones or tablets use features like bookmarks note taking and highlighting while reading
electromagnetic seabed logging a new tool for geoscientists, loss of biodiversity and extinctions global issues - the loss
of biodiversity is increasing there is massive extinction from human activity for example fish stocks are dwindling forest loss
is resulting in the loss of many species land and other resources are being misused leading to various long terms costs,
deforestation facts information and effects - the most feasible solution to deforestation is to carefully manage forest
resources by eliminating clear cutting to make sure forest environments remain intact, theoretically recording dreams is
possible scientists - dreams can feel awfully real when you re deep in sleep perhaps you find a hidden doorway in your
home that leads to entirely new rooms and passageways, 25 animals that scientists want to bring back from extinction
- over the millennia animals have gone extinct on earth for many different reasons sometimes it s because of a dramatic
shift in the climate other times it was because of human intervention advances in science specifically biotechnology could
enable scientists to bring some of these animals, scientists are touting exciting news on a blood test for - scientists are
especially hopeful about how well the tests did in picking up on cancers that don t have screening tests for those not at high
risk including ovarian and liver, glossary bureau of safety and environmental enforcement - a abandoned a dry hole in
which no producible oil or gas was present or a well that has stopped producing abandoned wells must be plugged to
prevent seepage of oil gas or water from one formation to another active well a well in mechanical condition for production
or service use i e in active production or service use anticline an upfold or arch of stratified rock in which the beds, home
occupational outlook handbook u s bureau of - the occupational outlook handbook is the government s premier source
of career guidance featuring hundreds of occupations such as carpenters teachers and veterinarians revised every 2 years
the latest version contains employment projections for the 2016 26 decade, a glossary of ecological terms terrapsych
com - the glossary that follows assumes a definition of ecology the study of interactions between organisms and their
environment much wider than what fits under the field s habitual statistical persona ecofeminism and ecopsychology are
mentioned for example as are terms from organic gardening and permaculture, april 19 today in science history
scientists born on - born 19 apr 1912 died 25 feb 1999 at age 86 quotes american nuclear chemist during 1940 58
seaborg and his colleagues at the university of california berkeley produced nine of the transuranic elements plutonium to
nobelium by bombarding uranium and other elements with nuclei in a cyclotron
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